


 

When clients are looking to improve their
personal space, they are looking not just 
for the right product, but the right person 
to   educate them while providing them with  
what they need.

New York Window Fashion is unique  
because we provide more than just window 
treatments. We pride ourselves on our  
exceptional customer service and  
installation abilities. 

New York Window Fashion began 
over a decade ago on the Upper 
West Side initially catering to the 
local community. 

The ideology was and remains to 
“create” and provide something 
that was lacking in the window 
treatment industry.
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ABOUT US
WHY CHOOSE  
NEW YORK WINDOW FASHION

• Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Solutions

• In-home/ on-site consultations

• Custom Measurements and Design

• Custom Window Coverings

• Professional Installation

• Smart Home Integration

• Motorization

• Upholstery

• Window Treatment Repair

SERVICES
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BLINDS

SOLUTIONS

SHUTTERS

SHADES

DRAPERY

Vertical Blinds
Horizontal Blinds
Wooden Blinds
Aluminum Blinds
Faux Wood Blinds

Ripple Fold Drapes
Pinch Pleat Drapes
Side Panels
Blackout Drapes
And More... 

Blackout Shades
Cellular/Honeycomb Shades
Pleated Shades
Pirouette Shades
Silhouette Shades
Roller Shades
Roman Shades
Skylight Shades
Solar Shades
Top-Down/ Bottom-Up Shades
Woven Shades

Plantation Shutters
Hardwood Shutters
Polysatin Shutters
Hybrid Shutters



SOLUTIONS

BLINDS Blinds are ideal for those who want to maintain  

privacy,  keep light under control and add sophistication 

to their décor.

DRAPERY Regardless of the configuration or accessories, drapery adds

an important element for transforming a space so that it 

matches your design vision. We offer a wide variety of styles, 

including pinch pleat, ripple fold, and more.
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SHUTTERS  Interior Shutters, often referred to as plantation shutters, are a classic

 and elegant addition to any room. They blend long-lasting finishes with

exceptional craftsmanship, and are both durable and easy to operate.
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As both a privacy tool and a design element, the right shades complete a 

room and contribute to its functionality. 

Modern shades come in a variety of materials, including everything from 

elegant lightweight sheers to functional blackout shades, and certain models 

that can help with interior temperature control. 

SHADES



 With their strong quiet motors and various control
 methods, Somfy's cutting-edge technology can
 motorize and automate virtually any window
covering. 

 Lutron aims to enhance customer experience
 by providing everything needed for the perfect
 motorized window covering, from the shade itself
 to electronic drives, controls, power supplies and
hardware. 

 With advanced technology, the Rollease Acmeda
 Automate range of motors, controllers, and sensors
 align perfectly with many systems, assuring a fully
 integrated and premium solution for ultimate user
comfort. 

 Whether you want to control one, multiple, or even
 an entire home full of window treatments Hunter
 Douglas's award-winning PowerView® Motorization
system offers fantastic solutions. 
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MOTORIZATION

.

.

 Motorization allows you to use hand-held remotes, third-party
 devices, whole building automation systems and even voice
 control to conveniently adjust your window treatments to control
lighting, glare, privacy and more. 

Take a look at the various manufacturers we partner with: 
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To view more of our work, head over to our website 
www.nywindowfashion.com or follow our social networks. 

 @nywindowfashion



visit us
www.your website.com


